Straight-Line Vector Planning for Optimal Results With Silhouette InstaLift in Minimally Invasive Tissue Repositioning for Facial Rejuvenation.
Absorbable suspension sutures for tissue repositioning represent a minimally invasive approach to facial rejuvenation. With 2015 FDA 510(k) approval of Silhouette InstaLift™ (Sinclair Pharma, Irvine, CA), a completely absorbable device comprised of 82% PLLA/18% PLGA sutures and bi-directional cones, came the challenge of developing optimal technique for achieving effective, precise, and durable tissue repositioning. Here, the authors discuss the importance of straight-line vector planning (SLVP) and positioning of the suture perpendicular to the plane to be elevated in obtaining optimal results for tissue repositioning. Both the scientific underpinnings of SLVP are presented, along with detailed discussion of technique for suture placement in the mid-face, jawline/jowls, and neck. The authors are some of the earliest adopters of absorbable suspension sutures in the United States and have both used InstaLift™ sutures for tissue repositioning and facial recontouring in treatment of more than 500 patients and developed the principles of SLVP as a method to ensure optimal outcomes. Patient case studies illustrating the importance of SLVP are presented. In over 500 patients treated within the authors' practices since InstaLift approval there have been no serious adverse events and noticeable bruising has occurred in less than 5% of patients. Results of repositioning and recontouring are evident for up to 24 months. Absorbable suspension sutures are a highly adaptable, non-invasive device for lifting and repositioning of descended facial tissue. Outcomes are dependent upon proper technique, including SLVP. J Drugs Dermatol. 2018;17(7):786-793.